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Abstract
This study of melt and fluid inclusions in graphic pegmatite quartz from the Island of Elba, Italy
has identified silicate melts and coexisting aqueous fluid from the final stage of pegmatite formation,
which contain extremely high concentrations of boron (up to 19.8 mass% B2O3), cesium (>5 mass%
Cs2O), and rubidium (>0.5 mass% Rb2O). Several boron-bearing minerals have been identified in
melt and fluid inclusions, including sassolite (H3BO3) and santite (KB5O8·4H2O). In addition, we have
found two new minerals observed as daughter mineral phases, and these have been accepted by the
IMA, Commission on New Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification (CNMNC) as ramanite-(Cs)
(2007-007), monoclinic β-cesium pentaborate tetrahydrate (CsB5O8·4H2O) with space group C2/c,
and ramanite-(Rb) (2007-006), orthorhombic rubidium pentaborate tetrahydrate (RbB5O8·4H2O) with
space group Aba2.
At the moment, given sample constraints, we cannot directly determine some of the properties
traditionally reported for new minerals; however, both phases have Raman spectra identical to spectra
obtained on synthetic Cs and Rb pentaborates, which were studied for comparison. Although difficult to
recognize optically, ramanite-(Cs) and ramanite-(Rb) have distinctive Raman spectra allowing simple
and definitive identification from other translucent phases found in many hypersaline fluid inclusions.
Although currently only identified from a limited number of occurrences, given the availability of a
definitive means of identification, we suspect that ramanite-(Rb) and ramanite-(Cs) may in fact be
common, at least in boron-rich pegmatites.
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Introduction
During the study of melt and fluid inclusions in a pegmatite
sample from the Island of Elba, we found two types of melt
inclusions (called type-A and type-B), which represent trapping of a pair of conjugate melts resulting from the immiscible
separation of an original volatile-rich silicate melt (Thomas et al.
2006c). The type-A melt inclusions are very small (about 5 µm
in diameter) and could not be analyzed by electron microprobe.
Co-genetic near-critical type-B melt inclusions are larger (~50
µm in diameter), resemble fluid inclusions at room temperature
(Figs. 1a and 1b), and when experimentally re-homogenized
(Figs. 1c and 1d) gave high concentrations of Cs by microprobe.
Boron is present in such inclusions as generally tabular daughter
crystals of sassolite (boric acid—H3BO3). Careful examination
of the daughter phases showed that some were unknown phases
that were presumed to be other alkali borates, although visually similar to sassolite. These phases are typically colorless
tabular grains (Figs. 1a and 1b) with a refractive index similar
to sassolite (nβ = 1.456). The most striking phase showed a very
strong Raman band at 547 cm–1, quite unlike sassolite, which
has characteristic Raman bands at 500 and 880 cm–1. Moreover,
some of these daughter phases are relatively large (up to 20
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µm) platy crystals with apparently monoclinic morphology or
ellipsoidal rounded grains (Fig. 1a). Heating experiments using
a microscope heating stage demonstrates a high solubility of
this daughter phase at relatively low temperatures. The Raman
spectra for these new minerals do not correspond to any Raman
spectra in the literature or the RRUFF database (Downs 2006).
To identify these unknown phases, we undertook a systematic
search of possible compounds, beginning with synthetic alkali
borates, since most of the daughter phases are colorless and
water-soluble, and B is a principal element in the inclusions as
indicated by large sassolite crystals.
The material exists only as daughter minerals in melt and
fluid inclusions, as crystals no larger than 20 × 11 µm. Moreover,
because these new mineral phases are highly soluble in water
and require high concentrations of the rare metals Cs and Rb,
it is unlikely that they will ever be found outside melt or fluid
inclusions. However, these phases do satisfy the criteria for valid
mineral species (e.g., Nickel and Grice 1998), and the Commission of New Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification of the
International Mineralogical Association (CNMNC IMA) has in
place approval criteria to deal with minerals presenting particular
difficulties, e.g., mineral phases in fluid inclusions.
Although controversial, these criteria have been met in the
case of the two new minerals described for the first time, and
the mineral phases described herein have been accepted by the
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